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ABSTRACT

This is the protocol for a review and there is no abstract. The objectives are as follows:

To assess the effects of environmental enrichment for patient activity and participation in people who have stroke or non-progressive brain injury.

BACKGROUND

Description of the condition

Stroke is a leading cause of death and disability (Donnan 2008; WHO 2013). One in six people worldwide will have a stroke in their lifetime and in 2012 there were over 420,000 people living with the effects of stroke in Australia (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2012). Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a leading cause of death and disability worldwide (Perel 2006). Annual incidence of TBI is considered to be upwards of 20 to 60 per 100,000 with many of these injuries sustained in young adulthood (Frasca 2013). These conditions often lead to significant functional and psychosocial impairment, causing limitation in mobility and everyday activities. Many patients receive rehabilitation during the first weeks following their injury and it is during this time that most recovery takes place (Frasca 2013; Teasell 2014). There is well established evidence (including Cochrane reviews and overviews) for the effectiveness of various aspects of stroke rehabilitation (Brady 2012; EBRSR 2015; Legg 2006; Pollock 2014a; Pollock 2014b), but questions have been raised as to whether the rehabilitation environment itself, outside of limited therapy hours, is maximally conducive to recovery (King 2011).

Description of the intervention

Within the animal literature, the term ‘environmental enrichment’ is better established, with standardised categories of enrichment types (social, occupational, physical, sensory and nutritional) (Mench 2010). However, this is a relatively new concept within rehabilitation for humans and the term is less well defined and may be used inconsistently. In this Cochrane review, we define ‘environmental enrichment’ as an intervention designed to facilitate physical (motor and sensory), cognitive and social activity by pro-
vision of equipment and organisation of a structured, stimulating environment (Nithianantharajah 2006). The environment should be designed to encourage (but not force) activities and verbal encouragement may be provided. The environment itself should be welcoming enough to encourage participation. The intervention is not therapist dependent as it is not prescribed by a therapist within a tailored, individualised, goal-oriented rehabilitation programme. The intervention is simply ‘just there’ and easily and freely accessible by patients. Patients who have difficulty with mobility (which is not uncommon in rehabilitation wards) should have access to facilitation (such as from a porter or a nurse) to get to the intervention. The environment is supervised either by a health professional (for example, medical, nursing or therapist) or non-professional (family member, other volunteer) so that assistance may be provided (such as setting up a game or playing a game with the patient). Where the supervision is provided by a therapist, the therapist should not be providing a recognised intervention within his or her field of expertise. For example, if supervision is provided by a music therapist, singing technique or rhythmic auditory stimulation or song-writing should not form part of the activity. The supervisor should easily be replaceable with another with a different skill set or a lay person.

The participant’s treating therapists may be asked to approve participation for safety reasons depending on the activity (such as exercise programmes) and the participant is required to choose to engage in structured activity that is cognitively stimulating. Environmental enrichment does not include interventions that do not require participant engagement or choice, such as the provision of background music. Additionally, patients may choose to set their own goals (such as complete a 20 piece jigsaw puzzle). Environmental enrichment should be used to complement, not in lieu of, rehabilitation and patients should be undergoing a concurrent structured individualised rehabilitation programme.

Interventions may include:
- reading material (books, magazines, newspapers);
- easily accessible computers with Internet connection;
- virtual reality and interactive gaming through computers or gaming consoles;
- board games (including puzzles, chess);
- music station;
- audio books;
- art and craft (drawing, painting, craft-work);
- interactive recreational activities (e.g. Bingo);
- exercise.

Interventions may be offered individually (a single activity available only) or collectively (multiple activities available). Settings can be individual (activities available to individuals, for example by the bedside) or communal (the structured stimulating environment is within a communal area, such as a designated area within a ward).

How the intervention might work

Given that stroke recovery is reliant on neuroplasticity, environmental enrichment is a possible alternate option for stimulating neural recovery through functional and cognitive activity. There is evidence suggesting that patients in rehabilitation wards, apart from their scheduled therapy sessions, spend most of their time (waking hours) physically inactive and relatively isolated (Berges 2012a; Berges 2012b; Keith 1987; King 2011; Mackey 1996; Tinson 1989). The amount of practice in functional and cognitive activities therefore needs to be increased to improve their activities and maximise the rehabilitation experience (Janssen 2014). Previous studies after stroke suggest that engagement in higher levels of therapeutically based physical activity is associated with better physical function (Scrivener 2011; Scrivener 2012) and greater independence (Kwakkel 2004); and cognitive or social activity enhances cognitive recovery and improves mood-related disorders such as depressive symptoms (Cheng 2012a; Cheng 2012b; Sakamo 2008). Therefore, it is hypothesised that a more stimulating environment is likely to be more conducive to recovery through improved activity levels that reduce a patient’s boredom and in turn improves their mood and engagement in their overall rehabilitation programme. Rehabilitation programmes are generally designed to improve function-while mood is often addressed within rehabilitation, it is not usually the primary focus of such programmes. Environmental enrichment therefore should add value to a rehabilitation programme in a different way to conventional therapy, such as through improvement of mood. The positive role of a stimulating environment is supported by evidence in the area of traumatic brain injury, where a lack of environmental enrichment may play a role in post-acute cognitive and neural decline (Frasca 2013).

The effectiveness of environmental enrichment has been investigated extensively in animal models. It facilitates brain physiology and enhances recovery by triggering structural changes within the affected brain, which are significant in the process of neuroplasticity (Hirata 2011; Janssen 2012; Nilsson 2007; Nithianantharajah 2006). Diamond 1964 showed increases in cortical neuron size, number and length of dendrites, and number of dendritic spines in rats exposed to an enriched environment. Moreover, differences were observed in cortical thickness, cortical weight, acetylcholinesterase, cholineesterase and protein and hexokinase levels (Bennett 1964). Beneficial effects of environmental enrichment and exercise have been shown in a wide variety of animal models of brain disorders; these include cognitive enhancement, delayed disease onset, enhanced cellular plasticity and associated molecular processes (Pang 2013). Enriched environments are also associated with improvement in both physical and cognitive function in animal models of neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases (Laviola 2008; Puurunen 2002).

One recent controlled clinical trial (with 29 participants) of enriched environment and activity in a stroke rehabilitation unit showed significantly increased activity in patients and reduced
time spent inactive and alone (Janssen 2014). They were more likely to be engaged in any activity compared with those in a non-enriched environment (almost twice as likely (1.7) to be engaged in cognitive activities, 1.2 times in social activities, 0.7 times as likely to be inactive and alone).

Why it is important to do this review

If sufficient evidence of effectiveness for environmental enrichment is found, it could potentially be a feasible, low-cost adjunct to conventional rehabilitation. The proposed review has the strong potential of guiding future research and influencing clinical practice. Although some Cochrane reviews have explored the role of similar interventions, such as virtual reality and interactive video gaming (Laver 2015) and music therapy (Bradt 2010) within a rehabilitation programme and other Cochrane reviews have examined the impact of additional exercise on recovery (Galvin 2012), the role of these interventions as part of environmental enrichment has not yet been studied. These reviews do not overlap with the review on environmental enrichment as the interventions studied form part of formal rehabilitation therapy programmes and the interventions are delivered by appropriate health professionals using their specific expertise in the area to attain specific rehabilitation goals through prescription of therapy using these modalities (Bradt 2010; Galvin 2012; Laver 2015). The same modalities (music, virtual reality, exercise) used within an enriched environment would simply be available and accessible to patients for them to use as they wish, as previously described. This review, therefore, aims to identify the existing evidence for interventions for environmental enrichment in people with stroke and other acquired non-progressive brain damage and to identify gaps in current knowledge. This would serve the purpose of informing health professionals, stroke and other acquired non-progressive brain damage survivors and their families and policy makers about the effectiveness of different environmental enrichment interventions and potentially shape the environment in which rehabilitation is delivered in the future.

Objective

To assess the effects of environmental enrichment for patient activity and participation in people who have stroke or non-progressive brain injury.

Methods

Criteria for considering studies for this review

Types of studies

We will include randomised controlled trials (RCTs), including individually randomised trials and cluster-randomised controlled trials.

Types of participants

We will include adults aged 18 and over, men and women, with a definition of stroke as defined by the World Health Organization (WHO) (Hatano 1976), or other acquired non-progressive brain damage. Acquired brain damage includes brain injury, encephalitis, abscess and arteriovenous malformations. We will exclude participants with progressive neurological conditions such as a primary diagnosis of dementia, space-occupying lesions and multiple sclerosis.

We will include studies where at least 75% of participants have a diagnosis of stroke or other non-progressive brain disorders. We will also include studies where data for participants with stroke and other non-progressive brain disorders are reported separately if these diagnostic groups form a minimum of 50% of the participants within the study.

Types of interventions

We will include trials that compare environmental enrichment with standard services. Environmental enrichment is defined as any intervention that facilitates physical, cognitive and social activity by provision of equipment and organisation of a stimulating environment whereby the intervention is not therapist-dependent and exposure alone to such environments encourages patients to perform activities. The intervention is used as an adjunct to a conventional rehabilitation programme; it is not prescribed by a therapist and does not form part of the formal programme. By nature of the intervention being an adjunct to conventional rehabilitation, all patients must therefore also be concurrently undergoing a formal rehabilitation programme (inpatient, outpatient or home-based).

Interventions may include, but are not limited to:
- using easily accessible computers with Internet connection and Skype;
- gaming technology;
- access to library with reading materials;
- board games, puzzles, chess;
- music station (access to a selection of music and an appropriate player).

Interventions may have a single element (‘single activity environmental enrichment’) only (such as music only or gaming technology) or multiple elements (‘multi-activity environmental enrichment’) (computers plus gaming technology plus music). Environmental enrichment activities are supervised by an appropriate person (who may or may not be a health professional) and may be facilitated (such as by having a person play board games with the
An appropriate person refers to a responsible person who is willing to be present, to provide encouragement and to assist the patient when necessary.

Within a hospital environment, such interventions might be set up in an area of the ward that is accessible by all patients. Within a home environment, however, an example of environmental enrichment might be an area set up for music with availability of the music and a device that plays the music. Interventions do not have to be provided by the hospital within a hospital environment. For example, if a patient had his own portable laptop computer, this would be an eligible intervention provided use of this was supervised by family members or staff.

The intervention will be compared with standard rehabilitation care. Within three-arm trials, each intervention will be compared to standard rehabilitation care.

Types of outcome measures

Primary outcomes

The primary outcome is psychological well-being and coping at four weeks (short-term) and between four weeks and 12 months (moderate-term). Instruments that measure psychological well-being and coping may include, but are not limited to:

- Depression Anxiety Stress Scale-21 (DASS) (Lovibond 1995);
- Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) (Zigmond 1983);
- Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg 1965);
- Multidimensional Health Locus of Control (MHLC) (Wallston 1994).

Secondary outcomes

Secondary outcomes are at four weeks (short-term) and between four weeks and 12 months (moderate-term) and include the following.

- Quality of life. Instruments that measure quality of life may include, but are not limited to:
  - Stroke and Aphasia Quality of Life Scale-39 Generic (SAQOL-39) (Hilari 2003);
  - Euro-Quality of life EQ-5D (EuroQoL 1990);
  - 36-item Short Form Health Survey (SF-36) or the 12-item Short Form Health Survey (SF-12) (Ware 1992; Ware 1995).

- Physical functional improvement (activities of daily living). Instruments that measure physical functional improvement may include, but are not limited to:
  - motor component of Functional Independence Measure (FIM) (Granger 1990);
  - Communication and cognitive functional improvement. Instruments that measure communication and cognitive functional improvement may include, but are not limited to:
    - cognitive and language component of Functional Independence Measure (FIM) (Granger 1990);
    - Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (Nasreddine 2005).

Search methods for identification of studies

See the ‘Specialized register’ section in the Cochrane Stroke Group module. We will search for trials in all languages and arrange for the translation of relevant articles where necessary.

Electronic searches

We will search the trials registers of the Cochrane Stroke Group, the Cochrane Injuries Group and the Cochrane Infectious Diseases Group and the following electronic databases.

- Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) (latest issue).
- MEDLINE (from 1948) (Appendix 1).
- EMBASE (from 1980).
- CINAHL (1982 to present).
- AMED (1985 to present).
- PsycINFO (1806 to present).
- PEDro (Physiotherapy Evidence Database) (http://www.pedro.org.au/).
- Center for International Rehabilitation Research Information and Exchange (CIRRIE) Database of International Rehabilitation Research (http://cirrie.buffalo.edu/search/index.php).
- ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Database (PQDT).
- OT Search by the American Occupational Foundation and the American Occupational Therapy Association (http://www1.aota.org/otsearch/).
- Occupational Therapy Systematic Evaluation of Evidence (OTseeker) (http://www.otseeker.com/).
- The National Rehabilitation Information Center REHABDATA Database (http://www.naric.com/?q=en/REHABDATA).
- Trials Central (http://www.trialscentral.org/).
- UK Clinical Research Network Portfolio database (http://public.ukcrn.org.uk/search/).
- PsycBite (www.psycbite.com).

We developed the MEDLINE search strategy (Appendix 1) with the help of the Cochrane Stroke Group Trials Search Co-ordinator and will adapt it for the other databases.
We will also search the following ongoing trials registers.
- ClinicalTrials.gov (www.clinicaltrials.gov).
- Stroke Trials Registry (www.strokecenter.org/trials).
- ISRCTN Registry (http://www.isrctn.com/), previously Current Controlled Trials (www.controlled-trials.com).
- WHO International Clinical Trials Registry Platform (http://www.who.int/ictrp/en/).
- Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (www.anzctr.org.au).

Searching other resources
To identify further published, unpublished and ongoing trials, we will:
- handsearch the reference lists of included trials and review articles;
- track citations using Web of Science Cited Reference Search for all included studies;
- contact experts active in this field (including authors of included trials and excluded studies identified as possible preliminary or pilot work);
- search Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.co.uk/).

Data collection and analysis

Selection of studies
Two review authors (LN, IR) will independently screen titles and abstracts of the references obtained as a result of our searching activities and we will exclude obviously irrelevant reports. We will retrieve the full-text articles for the remaining references and two review authors (LN, IR) will independently screen the full-text articles and identify studies for inclusion, and identify and record reasons for exclusion of the ineligible studies. We will resolve any disagreements through discussion or, if required, we will consult a third person (FK). We will collate multiple reports of the same study so that each study, not each reference, is the unit of interest in the review. We will record the selection process and complete a PRISMA flow diagram.

Data extraction and management
Two review authors (LN, IR) will independently extract data from included studies.
We will group studies by intervention type where possible. We will use a pre-designed data extraction form to extract data from the included studies. Two review authors (LN, IR) will independently document the following.
- Participants: number of participants, age, gender, baseline functional status or level of impairment.
- Methods: inclusion criteria, time since stroke or non-progressive brain injury, and type, nature and location of lesion.
- Interventions: description of interventions given to each treatment group including the duration, type, dose (such as access time to intervention-for example, if a participant is able to access computers and Skype for an hour a day, this will be reported), frequency, supervisor (who supervised the intervention) and setting (inpatient, outpatient or home-based).
- Outcomes: primary and secondary outcomes measured. If a study has used different methods of measuring the same outcome, we will note the outcome to be used for any subsequent analysis.
- Results: number of participants allocated to each intervention group. For each outcome of interest-sample size, missing participants, data for each intervention group.

We will note any important confounding variables. If more than two intervention groups are included in the study, we will note the method of including these groups in any subsequent analysis. We will consider mixed-treatment comparisons/indirect comparisons to determine any differences between various interventions using standard rehabilitation (control) as a common comparator. The two review authors will resolve any data extraction discrepancies through discussion. If disagreement persists, a third author (FK) will independently extract the data.

Assessment of risk of bias in included studies
Two review authors (LN, IR) will independently assess risk of bias for each study using the criteria outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins 2011). We will resolve any disagreements by discussion or by involving another author (FK). We will assess the risk of bias according to the following domains.
- Random sequence generation.
- Allocation concealment.
- Blinding of participants and personnel.
- Blinding of outcome assessment.
- Incomplete outcome data.
- Selective outcome reporting.
- Other bias.

We will grade the risk of bias for each domain as high, low or unclear and provide information from the study report together with a justification for our judgement in the 'Risk of bias' tables. Given the nature of environmental enrichment, it will likely be difficult to blind the participants and personnel. However, it should be possible to have blinded outcome assessment. Additionally, it is likely that randomisation at the individual level would be difficult and that randomisation to intervention or standard care arm may be done at a centre level, which in turn would affect allocation...
concealment. We will consider these inherent issues when assessing the risk of bias in these studies.

We will use GRADE to interpret findings and GRADEpro GDT to create a 'Summary of findings' table (Guyatt 2008). The table will provide outcome-specific information concerning the overall quality of evidence from studies included in the comparison, the magnitude of effect of the intervention and the sum of available data on the outcomes considered. When using GRADE, we will downgrade the evidence from 'high quality' by up to three levels (to 'moderate', 'low' or 'very low') for serious study limitations depending on the presence of the following five factors (Higgins 2011).

- Limitations in the design and implementation of available studies suggesting high likelihood of bias.
- Indirectness of evidence (indirect population, intervention, control, outcomes).
- Unexplained heterogeneity or inconsistency of results (including problems with subgroup analysis).
- Imprecision of results (wide confidence intervals).
- High probability of publication bias.

Measures of treatment effect

We will group studies by intervention type where possible and analyse them by single or combined interventions to minimise confounding. For example, we will group single activity studies together (such as music only or board games only) and studies with multi-activity interventions together (such as availability of computers, music, games etc concurrently). We will use the Cochrane Review Manager software to carry out statistical analyses to determine the treatment effect (RevMan 2014). For dichotomous variables we will calculate the treatment effect using a random-effects model and report it as odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs).

For continuous data we will calculate the treatment effect using standardised mean differences (SMDs) and 95% CIs where different studies used different scales to assess the same outcome, and we will calculate mean differences (MDs) and 95% CIs where studies have all used the same method of measuring outcome.

We will use meta-analysis as the primary point of analysis. We will assess all studies for heterogeneity and in the presence of such, we will use meta-regression to adjust for potential differences between studies. In the absence of a direct comparison between interventions, we will consider mixed-treatment comparisons or indirect comparisons to determine any differences between various interventions, while standard rehabilitation (control) is used as a common comparator. We will do this using either the frequentist or Bayesian approach and using Monte-Carlo Markov simulations.

Unit of analysis issues

The primary outcome of short-term patient psychological wellbeing and secondary outcomes of short, medium and long-term quality of life and functional improvement comprise either ordinal data from measurement scales or continuous data, and we will analyse these as continuous variables. Where reported outcomes have a scale where a lower value indicates a better outcome we will multiply the reported values by -1 so that in all analyses a higher value will indicate a better outcome.

If studies report change values and the baseline value is available, we will calculate the value at follow-up (change value — baseline value). If studies report change values and the baseline value is not available, we will use these data in meta-analyses but plan sensitivity analyses to investigate the effect of including these data. We will analyse adverse events as dichotomous variables.

Dealing with missing data

If an included study does not report a particular outcome but it has been included in the battery of measures administered, we will contact the authors for the original data. If we are unsuccessful in obtaining the data, we will not include that study in the analyses of that outcome. We will also contact authors for missing intervention details.

If an included study has missing data (e.g. the study reports means but not standard deviations for the follow-up data) we will contact the authors for the missing data. If we are unsuccessful, then we will take logical steps to enter an assumed value. Such steps may include estimating a standard deviation based on a reported standard error, estimating a follow-up standard deviation based on a baseline value, using the median as a proxy for the mean, and using a multiple of 0.75 times the interquartile range or 0.25 times the range as a proxy for the standard deviation values (Hozo 2005). We plan to do sensitivity analyses to investigate the effect of entering assumed values.

Assessment of heterogeneity

It is anticipated that there will be substantial methodological, statistical and clinical heterogeneity among the trials and we will perform a meta-analysis using a random-effects model.

Assessment of reporting biases

We will attempt to avoid reporting biases by using a comprehensive search strategy that includes searching for unpublished studies and searching trials registers. We will also assess the completeness of outcome data. If possible, we will assess publication bias using a rank correlation test and a funnel plot.

Data synthesis

Where we consider studies to be sufficiently similar (where the same activity, such as music, is used as an intervention, where similar outcomes are sought) and where data are available and of
sufficient quality, we will conduct a meta-analysis by pooling the appropriate data using RevMan 5.3 (RevMan 2014).

Subgroup analysis and investigation of heterogeneity
Given that this area of research is relatively new, it is probably unlikely that we will find a significant body of literature, making subgroup analyses challenging. If possible, we plan to conduct subgroup analyses by intervention, with subgroups that include:
- enriched environments with a variety of communal and individual activities (Internet, reading material, games, Nintendo Wii, music, audio books, books, games, puzzles);
- enriched environments with single activities (such as gaming consoles or music alone).

Sensitivity analysis
We intend to carry out a sensitivity analysis (if necessary) to explore the effect of the following methodological features.
- Allocation concealment: we will re-analyse data, excluding trials with inadequate or unclear allocation concealment.
- Masking of outcome assessor: we will re-analyse data, excluding trials without or with unclear masking of outcome assessor.
- Missing outcome data: we will re-analyse the data, excluding trials with inadequate or unclear methods of dealing with missing outcome data.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1. MEDLINE search strategy

1. cerebrovascular disorders/ or exp basal ganglia cerebrovascular disease/ or exp brain ischemia/ or exp carotid artery diseases/ or exp cerebrovascular trauma/ or exp intracranial arterial diseases/ or exp intracranial arteriovenous malformations/ or exp “intracranial embolism and thrombosis”/ or exp intracranial hemorrhages/ or stroke/ or exp brain infarction/ or stroke, lacunar/ or vasospasm, intracranial/ or vertebral artery dissection/ or exp hypoxia, brain/
2. (stroke$ or post stroke or poststroke or post-stroke or apoplex$ or cerebral vasc$ or cerebrovasc$ or cva or SAH).tw.
3. ((brain$ or cerebr$ or cerebell$ or vertebrobasil$ or hemispher$ or intracran$ or intracerebral or infratentorial or supratentorial or middle cerebr$ or mca$ or anterior circulation or basilar artery or vertebral artery) adj5 (isch?emi$ or infarct$ or thrombo$ or emboli$ or occlus$ or hypoxi$)).tw.
4. ((brain$ or cerebr$ or cerebell$ or intracerebral or intracran$ or parenchymal or intraparenchymal or intraventricular or infratentorial or supratentorial or basal gangli$ or putaminal or putamen or posterior fossa or hemispher$ or subarachnoid) adj5 (h?emorrhag$ or h? ematoma$ or bleed$)).tw.
5. exp hemiplegia/ or exp paresis/ or exp aphasia/ or exp gait disorders, neurologic/
6. (hempar$ or hemipleg$ or paresis or paretic or aphasi$ or dysphas$).tw.
7. exp brain damage, chronic/ or brain injuries/ or exp brain concussion/ or exp brain hemorrhage, traumatic/ or brain injury, chronic/ or diffuse axonal injury/
8. cranioencephalic trauma/ or exp head injuries, closed/ or exp intracranial hemorrhage, traumatic/
9. exp brain abscess/ or exp central nervous system infections/ or exp encephalitis/ or exp meningitis/
10. (encephalitis or meningitis or head injur$).tw.
11. ((brain or cerebr$) adj5 (injur$ or hypoxi$ or damage$ or concussion or trauma$ or infection$)).tw.
12. or/1-11
13. environment/ or environment design/ or exp health facility environment/
14. (enrich$ or stimulat$ or rehabilitat$ or supervised$) adj5 environment$.tw.
15. ((stimulat$ or facilitate$ or equipment or orgainiz$ or organi$ or participat$ or perform$ or engag$ or encourage$ structured) adj5 (physical or motor or sensory or cognitive or social or functional or recreational) adj5 activit$).tw.
16. exercise/ or exercise therapy/ or exercise movement techniques/
17. ((physical or balance$ or cognit$) adj5 exercis$).tw.
18. user-computer interface/ or computers/ or exp microcomputers/ or computer systems/ or software/
19. computer simulation/ or computer-assisted instruction/ or therapy, computer-assisted/ or computer graphics/ or video games/
20. (virtual reality$ or virtual-reality$ or VR).tw.
21. (virtual adj3 (environment$ or object$ or world$ or treatment$ or system$ or program$ or rehabilitat$ or therap$ or game or gaming)).tw.
22. (computer adj5 (play or access or simulat$ or graphic$ or game$ or interact$)).tw.
23. (computer adj1 assist$ adj1 (therap$ or treat$)).tw.
24. (computer adj1 generat$ adj1 (environment$ or object$)).tw.
25. (video game$ or video gaming or gaming console$ or interactive game or interactive gaming or Nintendo Wii or gaming program$ or gaming technology).tw.
26. skype.tw.
27. (internet adj5 (access or connection$)).tw.
28. library materials/ or books/ or periodicals as topic/ or serial publications/ or newspapers/ or libraries/ or libraries, hospital/
29. (read$ adj5 (book or books or newspaper$ or magazine$ or material or materials$)).tw.
31. music/ or music therapy/ or singing/ or acoustic stimulation/
32. (music$ or rhythmic$ or melod$ or harmon$).tw.
33. ((auditory or acoustic) adj5 (stimulat$ or cue$)).tw.
34. (sing or sings or singing or singer$ or song$ or chant$ or compose or composing or improvis$).tw.
35. (gait adj5 (puls$ or rhythm$)).tw.
36. (music adj5 (background or instrument$ or listen$ or station$)).tw.
37. “Play and Playthings”/
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